
Child and Theology – A Taxonomy 

Abbreviations 

In this paper, C stands for child, children, childhood, and for concerns and activities derived from or 
focussed by the being of the child.    It is not a precise term.  It has an elasticity about it which is 
useful, though unavoidably dangerous.    It helps us to work better but always requires work of us.   
Its meaning is always open to interpretation and  requires respect for reality, imaginative sympathy 
and wisdom.    

T stands for Theology, talking and thinking about God.   It includes what academics who work under 
the label of theology do and offer, but that is not the only or primary  form of theology, and indeed it 
does not set the norm for theology.    Anyone praying informally to God is already doing theology, 
and is near the centre of it.    (See Entry Point,  pp7-8, 48).     

 

The ambiguity of CT evident in our history 

CT  has to ask about its future because it has been caught in several  kinds of  ambiguity from its 
start.    The ambiguity has not been recognised, brought into the open, and argued out.   It remains 
unclarified.    

CT has preached a simple message based on Matthew 18.   It has been presented as foundational in 
the consultations, held all over the world.   Entry Point  is a large meditation on it.   

This reading of Matthew 18 was not there right at the beginning.  The text was mentioned then, but 
not the central focus of attention as it is in Entry Point.   The phrase  ‘the child in the midst’  was 
picked from the text and then interpreted without further engagement with it.   Only slowly did we 
come to see that the child in the text is not  ‘any child, every child’, but the child placed by Jesus.   
Where does that lead in terms of what we think about children and about Jesus?    

The tension between ‘the child in the midst’ and ‘the child placed by Jesus’   is noted in the book, but 
not applied critically to contemporary Christian thought and action, on which it has had little or no 
effect.  Is there any serious discussion about this ambiguity?    

Another ambiguity is in the kingdom of God itself.   This is  the subject of the text itself and figures 
largely in Entry Point.   It is an abiding central issue in much Christianity.   Does God have a kingdom 
of any kind?   Are God and Kingdom in essential contradiction?   If God has a kingdom, it is not like 
any kingdom of the world.   If it is so radically unlike, as the Crucified Lord reveals, what is the value 
of using the language of Kingdom?   Can God’s Kingdom be seen or realised in this present world?   
But have we at the moment  anywhere else to live and be human than this present world?   Does 
seeking the kingdom of God involve us in living with ‘waiting, distance and uncertainty’  (p191)?    

The disciples, then and now,  do not easily seek the Kingdom of God.   The pursuit of greatness 
makes sense to them.  They do not have patience to stay with God in the hour of his grieving.  This 
can be seen in much of the rhetoric around  mission and  Christian action for children.   Often the 
kingdom of God is presented as a project of social transformation, which can or will be realised in 
the near future, because it is God’s will, and provided we put in the practical effort, for which we 



have resources of money and intelligence.   This squeezes out any sense that we human beings in 
the present world, and with all that we are and can make of ourselves (even with ‘God’s help’)  are 
not sufficient to bring about an order on earth which ‘realises’ and measures up to God’s kingdom.   

So draw a veil over the ambiguity in the concept of the kingdom of God.  And yet it besets us.   

These ambiguities come from the content of the expression of Child Theology found in Entry Point.    

Other ambiguities are to be found in the  company of people who are  interested  in Children and 
Theology.   Their interests are diverse.   Diversity presents itself in the first instance as divergence, 
making for distance between people, leading potentially to estrangement.   Diversity is  then a form 
of ambiguity which is not managed but rather manages people caught in it.   Only when the 
ambiguities are faced and worked at can diversity be transformed into the sharing of differences, the 
discovery of rich pluralism, the building of teamwork and fellowship.   

What is the ambiguity in the tradition of CT (only fifteen years old, but really by now  a tradition)?   It 
arises from the difference between  a movement focused narrowly on a reading of Matt 18, and the 
wider company of people concerned, in many varied ways, with children and theology.     This 
difference has been experienced in all our consultations.  A few people are taken with the vision 
opened up by reading Matt 18, and many go away sympathetic but bemused, not convinced that 
Matt 18 is a basis for working through the multiple issues which arise for Christians (who have at 
least a little theology) and children or even that it has a significant contribution to make.   

Working in this context can be confusing.    There are so many lines of investigation and action.  It is 
easy then to become dilettante, flitting from one to another, never getting to the bottom of 
anything.  Or we may choose to commit ourselves to one area  or one way of thought and action, 
even to the point of secluding ourselves defensively.     

It seemed to me, some years ago, that what I needed – and maybe what others would find useful, is 
some kind of survey of this varied and vibrant field,  so that anyone could understand what 
particular contribution they were making in context and so make their contribution better.   Hence 
what I call a Taxonomy of Child and Theology.   

 

C+T 

Child (C)  and Theology (T) are two realities, different from each other in many ways. 

Each can live  without any connection with the other.     There are many children and much C-activity 
which is devoid of theology in any form.    And there is much T which takes no notice of C.      

But each lives in the same world as the other, under, before and with one God and Father.    Each is 
alive, curious, outgoing, even aggrandizing – so they encounter each other.   They can and do relate 
to each other .   

Encounters work out in many different ways, ranging from repulsion, producing stubborn 
isolationism, to takeovers and  more or less  equal mergers and sometimes to fruitful dialogues and 
cooperative partnerships.  



CT belongs to the group of encounters  (C + T)  which aim at producing  positive engagements.   
These positive engagements can and do take many varied forms and have different outcomes 
accordingly.  All three terms of this formula, C+T are variable:  the plus-sign as much as C and T.     

The place of EPCT 

The term, Child Theology,  CT was coined by Keith White in the context of the beginnings of the Child 
Theology Movement.   That movement as we have already seen does not have an agreed ideology, a 
Child Theology orthodoxy.  Within the framework of the movement, Entry Point has emerged, 
written by Haddon Willmer and Keith White, who have been key drivers of the movement from its 
beginning.   But their book is not a sponsored or official publication of the Movement.    Within the 
movement various ways of relating C and T are represented and actively pursued.   So it is helpful to 
differentiate CT as essayed in Entry Point,  so as not to obscure the full range of what goes on within 
and around CTM.   Let us then speak precisely of EPCT.     

This differentiation gives  everyone within CTM freedom from any obligation to EPCT.  Entry Point 
and its possible contribution to C+T thought and work can be assessed critically and used selectively 
or not at all in any future development of CT.    

  

The question of balance between T and C in any form of C+T  

In some encounters,  T is dominant.    In strong theologies of child/childhood,  T shapes C,  as child is 
understood within the terms provided by theological system or church  tradition and practice.   
Sometimes ‘the child in the Bible’ or a biblical doctrine of child prescribes how children are to be 
understood and brought up.    

In other encounters,  C takes over and shapes T, so that T is absorbed into,  or even made 
unnecessary by,  some kind of ‘child-ideology’ or child-related practice with its accompanying 
theory.    This is very common now,  not least in Christian education, holistic child care and nurture 
and responses to children at risk and in need.    After all, children are within our reach and 
understanding  – theology and God not.     

By comparison with these forms of C+T,  Child Theology(CT)  as essayed in Entry Point  (EPCT)  is 
rare.  It is not a simple conjunction of C and T.  It  is a particular view of the  process of  C and T 
interacting.     C is placed in the midst of an existing form of T, in order to  change T.    But  the act of  
placing a child,  C,   in T is itself  T.    

The child in Matthew 18 was inserted into the disciples’ theological discussion about the 
Kingdom of God in order to help them get free of their mistakes.  But because the child was 
placed by Jesus,  the placing must be understood theologically, starting with the question,  
who is this Man who did this for what reason?   According to the Gospel, this question is 
profoundly,  foundationally theological.   Jesus proclaimed, signed and sought the kingdom 
of God.   By being taken into the story and action of Jesus, the Christ, the Son of the Living 
God, the child is part of a process which is the living initiative of God.    And if this is taken 
seriously,  Child does not upstage God in Christ in doing Theology or in Church.    These 
questions  largely engage CT as represented, for instance, by Entry Point.  



EPCT aims at more than achieving a balanced both-and.   It does not question the both-and by 
arguing for an either-or (either child or theology).   It rather envisions and seeks to live within a 
constant process. 

 

EPCT is certainly limited, maybe too specialist 

There are questions  Entry Point has hardly asked, and certainly has not adequately explored.   What 
is this child, who becomes theological in this particular way?  How does this child relate to every 
child, any child?   How does this child relate to the child as seen in other ways, in the perception of 
societal practices, human sciences, human uses and abuses?     

These questions of relation are ways of working at the relation between theology and other theory 
and practice, and, more importantly, the relation between the Gospel in Jesus Christ  and human 
secular existence.   
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Full fathom five thy father lies;  
              Of his bones are coral made;  
    Those are pearls that were his eyes:  
              Nothing of him that doth fade,  
    But doth suffer a sea-change  
    Into something rich and strange.       Wiiliam Shakespeare  

 

Child theology is theology  

What does this assertion imply?  

Can there be Christian engagement with and for children without theology?  Or with theological 
‘governors’ of the sort fitted in lorries and coaches to stop them speeding?   What inhibits 
theological activity in Christian activists?   Are the inhibitions justified?    

[Theology is not valued in the world generally – it is not trusted as a way to either truth or goodness.   

And in the Church, does it fair much better?   ‘Life’ makes it unnecessary?   People want/need the 
Gospel without the heavy burdens of ‘theology’, as it is or is imagined to be.   

In much practice, Theology comprises little more than  a reservoir of traditional reference points for 
Christian identity, a kind of beacon, a source of language, even jargon.  It is not pursued as rational 
and useful thinking in relation to living. ] 



Do we agree that in doing child theology we are involved in theology?   

What do we mean by theology?   What do we already practise as theology?   What do we wish for 
theology and theological practice to be for us?    

Theology as support for opinions and actions which are derived from non-theological or a-
theological concerns and enterprises:  eg  Keith’s first sentence in contribution to UNICEF document.  

1.  Guidelines that flow out of theological perspectives are best 
grounded in the purposes of God. The reverse search for a 
theology to support guidelines, formulated apart from 
theology,  undermines the creative energy in theology and 
could lead to expediency over truth.  

2. While it is clear that these guidelines are meant for the 
Churches, we should not lose sight of the reality that the 
Church exists to enhance and facilitate the Reign of God. One 
eye and one ear are to always be open to the wider realities of 
God’s world. Theology cannot be done in tight compartments.   

 

Theology as ‘foundation’ for eg HCD 

 

What is ‘academic theology’?   Is it the norm of theology, the standard-setter?  Or the encyclopaedic 
resource?  Or the forefront of theological enquiry and exploration?    

 

What is the service and what are the limitations of academic theology in relation to Child Theology?   

 


